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 FOREWORD 
 
 
I was asked by the Aga Khan Foundation to prepare a preliminary assessment of the institutional model being 
followed by the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP) and of its initial impact and prospects. The full 
terms of reference are appended. They naturally include a review of the several main functions and problems 
of AKRSP, in its internal development and external relations and of its probable capacity to achieve its main 
objectives to increase incomes and to create self sustaining and self-reliant local institutions with a range of 
activities. 
 
2. I was not asked to cover work in Chitral district, but I was enabled, in a short period to visit, by jeep or 
helicopter, 9 village projects in Punyal-Ishkoman, Gupis-Yasin, Hunza and Gilgit sub-divisions, as well as 
seeing work completed on the project by the wayside. 
 
3. The arrangement of this report is roughly divided into an account of the present situation in a number 
of functions, from which the second part of the report could hope to deal more generally with its future 
development and capacities. This arrangement does not follow the order of the terms of reference, but I think 
cover its main content. 
 
4. I was given every possible help and facility to use my time profitably, both in travel and interviews in 
Gilgit and I would like to record my warmest thanks, on behalf of myself and my wife, for the help, kindness, 
hospitability and courtesy from every member of the staff in Gilgit and up country, from the General Manager 
to the drivers and many others of the office staff. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Guy Hunter 
 April 1984 
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 THE VILLAGE ORGANIZATIONS - PRESENT SITUATION 
 
1. I must first pay a warm tribute to the remarkable speed with which the original contacts and 
organization of villages was achieved, under the leadership of the General Manager and staff; in the last 16 
months about 130 villages have joined the programme, a number of which have already completed their self-
chosen first project. 
 
2. In visiting villages, I was glad to see the lively interest and active participation in discussion which was 
shown on every occasion. Further, villages not yet enrolled in the scheme were quite frequently coming 
forward with requests for inclusion. There is no doubt of the initial impact mode. The fact that AKRSP was 
financing much of the first project in each village (though the village contributed much extra time and work 
beyond this grant) and the fact that the work on irrigation channels was of immediate benefit to them in a 
considerable increase in irrigable land no doubt explains part of this enthusiasm; but the fact of such a quick 
and virtually unanimous response indicates that the offer of help was both right and well presented. The vital 
problems of maintaining this effort will be dealt with later in this report. 
 
3. There is in fact a conviction among a growing number of those concerned with development of small 
farmers - government officials, UN and other donors, researchers - that only by a policy of consulting farmers, 
in their very varied and highly local situation (rather than offering a cut - and dried programme centrally 
devised) is it possible to meet the real needs of that great majority of the farming community in many countries 
who have small holdings and suffer from many constraints, which exclude them from most of the benefits of 
development. 
 
4. The first consultative process is rightly followed by a more technical assessment of viability and 
costing of the tentatively chosen project - a process rarely followed in most extension services - and by a final 
agreement on the terms of partnership between AKRSP and the Village Organization (VO) which includes an 
obligation on all members to contribute savings to a common village fund. I have no doubt that this combined 
process of consultation, technical assessment, and a first small step towards building financial resources is a 
sound initial procedure. 
 
5. In the succeeding period of execution, the fact that advice is closely linked with supply (seed and 
often fertilizer for crops, vaccines for animal husbandry, small power drills, hammers) and (with more difficulty) 
explosives for irrigation channels and roads is a welcome variation from the majority of extension and delivery 
systems, in which failure to link supplies with advice destroys the morale both of field officers and farmers. It is 
vital that this linkage is maintained as demand for it increases. 
 
6. Up to this point, the model as at present working cannot be seriously faulted, though it must always 
be liable to occasional mishaps in supply owing to vagaries of weather, landslides flooding etc., to which the 
extremely vulnerable transport and communications system is liable. But as to its longer term prospects of 
more complex and commercialized development, judgement cannot be made without first examining a 
number of other factors and relationship internal and external, which are considered in the following chapters. 
For the record, the present state of AKRSP village organization is 130 organised: project identified for 215, out 
of a total of 290 villages. 
 
II. PRESENT EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS 
 
1. With Government 
 
 In the long term the most significant external relationships are with the government i.e. the 
Department of Local Bodies and Rural Development, with its district and union councils, and the Department 
of Agriculture; the Deputy Commissioner and the Deputy Martial Law Administrator; and the Commissioner for 
Northern Areas (Planning and Coordination). There is also a formal relationship with the Land Settlement 
authority (with regard to settlement on undeveloped lands). There are also important relations with other 



research or development organizations at local or higher levels. 
 
2. The department (LB&RD) councils have development finance, and naturally their union councillor are 
important in the village and in about two thirds of cases have been chosen as the President of the AKRSP 
Vos. Relations at both levels are good. AKRSP, with support from the district, has been suggesting that the 
government funds, of which an equal small share is allotted to each and every union councillor, might be more 
effective if pooled (say over a 5 year period), so that one or two major grants might be made, adequate to 
support a major project, rather than disbursed equally in each village on very small improvement in such a 
way that over the 5 year period all villages were so supplied in rotation. The size of the larger grant and the 
period of rotation would be for negotiation. It is understood that the district council would support this; but there 
are naturally hesitations at the union council level. As a gesture of support, AKRSP through its engineering 
and economic staff, has offered to provide the initial planning staff for the assessment and planning of such 
major projects, possibly affecting more than one village. 
 
3. The relations with the Department of Agriculture, mainly on technical matters and extension, are also 
close and friendly. The department is very lightly staffed, an Assistant Director of Agriculture with two 
Agricultural Officers and 4 field staff; and for Animal Husbandry, there are an Assistant Director, 12 
Veterinarians and about 200 Stock Assistants in the field. Both groups have assisted AKRSP in the training of 
the "Village Specialists" (Agriculture and Animal Husbandry) for whom 3 week training courses (and refresher 
courses) are given in the AKRSP training centre in Gilgit. 
 
 
4. It is clear that for such a huge area, much of it very difficult to reach, even the total combination of 
government, AKRSP with its agricultural member in each 6 Social Organiser Units, and FAO (see below) 
expertise can barely be called an Extension Service for the whole area. Only with the aid of the "Village 
Specialists" and intensive travelling can the present combined effort achieve the small but encouraging results 
which are beginning to show themselves as a significant improvement. The engineering work (channels, 
spurs, roads) again with great effort, are getting the bigger and more immediately profitable results. 
 
5. It seems clear, on the agricultural side, that both Research and Extension will need more specialist 
support - agronomy, animal husbandry, fruit, fodder, crops and this, over the longer future, must come from 
additional national support from government and research institutions. A unit from the Pakistan Agricultural 
Research Council may be about to be established in the district. It is certainly no part of the policy of AKRSP 
to staff itself with a full range of very varied expertise, and it needs for its own work to be able to draw upon all 
the expertise it can. Its vital input to government and other agencies lies in its close contract with the 
organized Vos without whom expertise and research are powerless. 
 
6. FAO, UNDP 
 
 The FAO-UNDP [IRDP] 3 year programme started work nearly a year before AKRSP got going, with 
an agricultural programme based on the varied existing small groups in some 20 villages who were clubbing 
together for the use and local distribution of irrigation sources. By asking those groups to extend their range 
somewhat to include agricultural and animal husbandry matters, small productivity units were created, with 
the help of an energetic agronomist and also using government staff and three government seed etc., stores 
in different sub-divisions. They also started some work on irrigation channels and added some work on 
training women for poultry keeping. Some equipment has been issued on loan (e.g. small mechanical drills for 
rock blasting) and the supply of seed and fertilizer - notably for improved winter fodder varieties. The 
programme did not allow of paying wages for the labour involved which was voluntary. The arrival of AKRSP 
in most of the same villages (among many more) with projects for which in the first round wages for labour 
were supplied, naturally was more attractive and more heavily equipped with staff. Further, with a rather 
stronger organization of the village, with a requirement for savings to be accumulated in a village fund, and 
with elected president, manager and a briefly trained "specialists", it tended to outdo the FAO effort and also 
entered other minor fields (.e.g. women's organization and training). 



 
Some of the resulting over-lapping, which occurred also with UNICEF work with a clean water programme 
and women's training, was largely sorted out by a conference convened by the Commissioner. FAO has 
restricted its engineering work, except for a very useful "emergency" services when a vital water channel is 
blocked by landslide in the cropping season. 
 
Both AKRSP and FAO/UNDP have genuinely declared themselves fully willing and eager to cooperate; but a 
number of small but irritating incidents have resulted in a relationship at once friendly and uneasy; and (partly 
because both institutions are so exceedingly busy and travelling at different moments) a satisfactory fusing of 
their efforts is still partly lacking. 
 
Apart from the ultimate responsibility of government to man the rural development effort, the agronomic 
support of FAO in agricultural technology is of great importance to fill the present gap; and indeed in the future 
contact with the human resources and documentation of FAO (Rome), will always be highly desirable). There 
are pleasant indications that the FAO agronomist can be of great help to AKRSP and the AKRSP even can 
offer useful help both through their Vos, by a seat in the helicopter on long joint journeys, and by any 
assistance which the programme economist or other staff can given. Such a relationship is all the more 
important since both organizations may soon be operating in a new (Diamer - Chilas) district. 


